Initial releases of NEM standards are not listed here.
The change notes only apply to previously released English translations.
Editorial changes are not listed.

**Editions of 2023:**
No changes or revisions to standards that exist in English.

**Editions of 2022:**

- **NEM 356:** Notice about the not fully kink resistant connection, and buffer spacing on straights.
- **NEM 605:** Definition control lines improved, Color definitions adjusted
- **NEM 658:** References to NMRA RP and RailCommunity RCN updated. Pin length not as minimal but as normal size, as well as installation volume with support for safety spacing of pins; Notice to unused pins; removed colors of pins; elaborated on alternative AUX assignment for pins 1, 3, and 4; included NEM 660 group definitions; added to image of bridge plug.
- **NEM 660:** References to NMRA RP and RailCommunity RCN updated; notice about unused pins, pin colors removed, elaborated on alternative AUX assignment of pins 1, 2, 5, and 6, and group definitions elaborated; power pickup arrows and bridge plugs removed.